
                                                             INSPIRING ICELAND

Iceland had never been on my agenda as a holiday destination until Mike & Denise Ferris started running

motorcycle tours there in 2013. After checking their website ( www.ferriswheels.com.au ), talking to

them and other participants, and researching Iceland tourism websites, I was hooked, and booked.

After a two day stop-over in Helsinki, I arrived in Reykjavik late Sat 30 May 2015, two days prior to the

14 day tour. There were twelve tourists, eleven Aussies and one Yank plus tour leader Mike Ferris and

Ragnar, our Icelandic guide. We picked up the bikes, a collection of BMW G650GS, F700GS, F800GS and

an R1200GS, on the Tuesday for a familiarization ride around town before setting out the next morning

for a 200km run along the southern coast, stopping off at a thermal power station, lunch at Olfusarbru,

photo stop at Seljalandsfoss waterfall, and visiting a display by farmers living near the Eyjafjallajokull

volcano eruption of 2010, before reaching our hotel at the impressive Skogafoss waterfall.

             the tourists at Reykjavik Harpa (Concert Hall)

The road on this stage was mainly Highway 1, all sealed and good riding, although by a strange co-

incidence strong cross winds always swept in while I was distracted by the stunning scenery. We had

been warned about the cold and came relatively prepared, but the wind chill factor on the bike still took

some getting used to, and the cross winds seemed to make it several degrees colder.

                                               Skogafoss Waterfall   



Next day provided more good roads on Highway 1 around the south coast, a detour to see several black

sand beaches, views of Vatnajokull, the largest glacier in Europe with small icebergs floating in the

glacial lagoons, and seals and birds playing around with their oversized ice-blocks. The weather also

became overcast and drizzling, and wet weather gear was introduced.

              black sand beaches at Dtrholaey peninsula

                              Fjallsarlon glacier lagoon

Jokulsarson lagoon from Vatnajokull glacier   



After an overnight stay at Hofn, we proceeded up the east coast around several fjords before crossing

over a mountain range to Borgarfjordur Eystri on the north east coast. By this stage, calling the road

Highway 1 was rather misleading and wet weather gear had become the norm, providing protection

from the unsealed roads and the cold even though the drizzle had stopped.

The road over the mountain was surrounded by ice and snow, temperatures had dropped to 1⁰C, and at

one stage a white-out reduced visibility to about 20 metres. That afternoon we visited a puffin breeding

ground on the peninsula, before taking on the local lads in a game of Trivial Pursuit. We came second.

  heading across the snow

                                                what pothole?

The whale watching centre of Husavik was the next day’s destination, passing over several more

mountain ranges with snow and ice to Dettifoss waterfall, considered to be the most powerful waterfall

in Europe. From there, we called into thermal ponds near Lake Myvatn before lunch, then crossed

another mountain range where it started to snow before finding our way to the hotel. Husavik is

another pretty town with a sizeable fishing fleet as well as the whale watching vessels.



                                                                                 Dettifoss

waterfall, with ice in the background

 thermal pools, with more ice in the background

I was beginning to understand why fishing is the primary source of income for Iceland, followed by

aluminium smelting (cheap hydro-electricity) and tourism. Iceland is slightly larger than Tasmania and

has a population around 330,000 of whom more than a third are centered around the capital Reykjavik.

                             Husavik harbor

The following morning, several of us decided to take advantage of the clear blue skies to go on a 3 hour

whale watching cruise. Ferris Wheels use the corner marking system to avoid getting lost, but we carried



maps and a list of the hotels so excursions were acceptable as long as the others were informed. There

is also about 22 hours of summer daylight available so having to find our way in the dark was unlikely.

We saw a number of white point dolphins, a quick glimpse of a blue whale, and several glimpses of a

hump back whale. This was a memorable diversion from the bike tour, and we decided on another

diversion to Godifoss waterfall, eventually making our way to Akureyri  late in the afternoon. After a

walk around town and dinner at a nearby restaurant, we finished off the night with Ragnar acting as MC

for a sampling of local drinks at our hotel, safe in the knowledge the next day was a rest day.

     whale watching off Husavik

                                                     Godifoss waterfall     

Akureyri is the only other “city” in Iceland, and the only rest day of the tour. Popular attractions were a

motorbike museum, an aviation museum, and an industrial museum, plus celebrating the fact we had

reached the mid-point of the tour. I doubt anyone really had a restful day.



                        first sight of Akureyri

                           taking over the hotel at Akureyri

  Henderson motorcycle in the Akureyri museum

Next day we continued heading west via Siglufjordur along some glorious coastal roads, some sealed but

mainly otherwise. We also passed through two single lane tunnels, the first 7km and the second 4km.



Most road-signs were in Icelandic, so I decided two headlights were mightier than one and always gave

way to any oncoming traffic in the many passing bays within the tunnels, (in accordance with the road-

signs as I later discovered). I was also overtaken by a four-wheel drive with monster truck wheels in one

of the tunnels. Monster trucks were fairly prevalent, something to do with winter and snow.

                                  sharing the road with the locals

After lunch Mike set us loose, so emboldened by my innate understanding of road-signs, I rode the long

way around the coastline through Skagataarviti, adding another 100km of unsealed road to the trip, and

eventually arrived at our destination of Gauksmyri Lodge about 6:30pm, just in time for the obligatory

pre-dinner drink. The lodge didn’t appear on my map and is set several hundred metres off the only

road in the district near Laugerbakki, so I only had to ride past it twice before finding it.

                                       the long and winding road

Overnight rain had settled the dust and a slight drizzle accompanied us as we set off the next morning.

More unsealed roads around the fjords towards Holmavik, more snow and ice across the mountains,

and more unsealed roads around yet more fjords brought us to the night’s farmstay destination of

Heydalur. Unfortunately the overcast skies did not do justice to the spectacular coastal and mountain

scenery, but these thoughts were put aside while relaxing in the thermal pools and sauna. This was the

first (and probably the last) time I have had a beer in a sauna.



             and another road around the fjords

                                                                                       and

another one across the mountains

Next day saw us heading further into the Westfjords, winding around several fjords before passing

through a tunnel (with an intersection half way in), then over another mountain range, this one with an

ice bank approx. 20 metres high on one side. After a stop at the spectacular Dynjandi waterfalls, we

continued on to the most western point in Iceland at Latrabjarg to see another puffin breeding ground.

These birds are remarkable in that fledglings spend several years at sea before returning to their colony

to breed. Someone estimated there are 10 million puffins in Iceland. I gave up counting at 10 thousand!

After puffin’ our way up the sea cliffs to see the breeding grounds, we retraced our tracks to Braidevik

for the night after another great day of riding, probably 75% unsealed roads but wonderful scenery well

away from the tourist bus routes. It’s hard to describe the winding nature of roads around the fjords,

but a quick look at Iceland on google maps will explain what a thousand words can’t.

Dinner was followed by a sampling of traditional Icelandic chocolate / liquorice sweets, again compered

by Ragnar, and naturally washed down with traditional Icelandic beverages.



     and it wasn’t always windy

                                                                                   
try shovelling this from your driveway

     Dynjandi waterfalls



Yet another mountain road surrounded by ice and snow awaited us the next morning, followed by a

lunch stop at Flokalundur and a series of fjords as we headed east and out of the Westfjords. There was

more flat ground, meaning more sheep and horses, as we made our way to Stykkisholmer for the night.

The strong cross winds also seemed more prevalent in these areas, similar to the first two days of riding.

 are horses immune to the cold, and the scenery?

                                                Stykkisholmur harbor

Destination for the next night was Borganes, but not before visiting the Vatnshellir lava caves where

movies of the Jules Verne book “Journey to the Centre of the World” were filmed. We climbed down a

spiral staircase into lava tubes 35m below the surface, and later stopped off at a spectacular waterfall

formation at Barnefoss, where water cascades out of fissures in the lava rocks from a glacier approx.

45km away. I also discovered with some apprehension that my G650GS could travel at least 69.1km with

the fuel warning light on.



 donning miner’s helmets in search of Jules Verne

                                                                                       why

is “short cut” synonymous with “dirt road”?

                                                    Barnefoss waterfalls



The last day of the tour would bring us back to Reykjavik, but not before visiting Iceland’s Golden Circle

of tourist attractions;

Pengvillar is where the Eurasian tectonic plate meets the North American tectonic plate, causing well

defined uplift of the terrain, and is the site of the original Icelandic parliament, the world’s longest

serving continuous parliament;

Geysir, a thermal water spout erupting approx. every 4 minutes, and the origin of the word geyser;

and finally to Gullfoss, another spectacular waterfall drawing tourists from all over the world.

We arrived back in Reykjavik around 5:30pm and handed back the bikes after travelling over 3,500km.

     general assembly in Pengvillar Parliament

                                                                                            is

this what they call a “division” in parliament



 away from parliament and they’re still blowing up

                                                                                            
Gullfoss waterfall – note specks (spectators) on the ledge

There was a farewell dinner that night where we reflected on what a great experience the tour had

been, and the friendship and camaraderie established within the group. Email addresses were

exchanged before half the group left to pack for early flights the next morning. Inevitably some stayed

on……….. and the roads got longer, the mountains higher and the scenery even more spectacular.

I stayed in Reykjavik for a couple of days after the tour, and found myself reliving the experience as I

culled the photos down to about 1,000. Tourism is a growing industry in Iceland, and although we did

not experience glacier walks, horseback riding, skidoo and monster truck drives on the snow, nor

helicopter rides into a volcano, I doubt many tourists will visit the remote areas and see the sights we

were able to access on the bikes. All in all, a wonderful experience!

                                                                                                                                                         Geoff Roberts


